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40 c. 	about if we provide you with a transrrint. 	Yes, sir. we're trying 

to determine whether there is a real conflict bntween the descriptions of 

head wounds of the President that reme out of Telles and those that then . V' 

later were, you know, ram nut of the autopsy ant' were published to the 7113 

.official documents. And when you lrok at them, and read the warren 

(Commission) testimony and so forth, there i77.'F.ars to be at least
 a 

0 tension, and there have been some suggestions that t. t's more than that. 

That's, and part of the protlerr obvicucly is the indefiniteness o
f any 

verbal description when you try to translate it to what people Saw, and 

0 recreate that. That's ore of the reasons that one technipue we've been 
trying to use, is to get people to draw what they remember on the

 skull, 

in terms of the location of t`!e,  head wo'uds. wound or wounds, that they 

40 saw. we've also teen following that un, we're tr!"ine to, for bac
kup 

purposes, to get a similar drawing or a flat pro'1le of a skull which we 

have. 

41 Did you have a good chance to e7amine  tbe head wound that day." 

nortor? 

 

0 A.  1e:e111  you know, we didn't do very  much  examination. 	Ye were treating. 

C. Cf course. 

A. Fesuscitating a patient at the time. When you try to compare the 

4arren Commission report with others, let me ask you,,I haven't read 

0 anything about this except one thin,;. lith all the literature, all that's 

teen written about it, I avoid it, except what gets dropped on me, except 

for the report of Pr. Lattimer, who lid this study, and I think i
t's, he 

0 responded to an interview I had wit) the American. '"edical News, and so 

,G% wrote me about it and sent me a cop!' to show I was wrong in j
udging what 

art of the brain was hanging out. 4311-h is all right, which shows
 thlat.I 

asn't that careful about the examination. 	put I leather from that t
hat 

the warren Commission never had a rence to eremine either the pi
ctures or 

the x—Fary.s cr the body, is that right? 

41 
C. That's our understanding. Well. 

0 A. Then why would we be. 

C. 'sell, I don't know if they had a chance or not. The Chief Jus
tice 

0 ordered the autopsy photos impounded until the yPar 297c, and the people 

,who did the autopsy never even saw the Photographs. Only a hand
ful of 

"people have seen them. 

41 
A. I understand the Yarren Commision made their renort without 

seeing them 

also, you can see what a difficult rosition they would be ir to t
ry to 

• describe things when it was available, and they didn't have it. 
	if now  

you're trying to reconcile what the  _Warren Commission conjectured
 from  

talki n g-to a lot oT us, in rom7arTsor with whet 	Iattimer and the three  
0 forensic pathologists saw when thev examined all the evIeence, we

ll, they  

couldn't be the same . 
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